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EPIDEMIOLOGISING THE CAUSAL THEORY OF REFERENCE Christophe Heintz Institut Jean Nicod



Abstract: I take the causal theory of reference for granted and I show that the epidemiology of representations is a good framework to work out the details of the theory. It provides a basic analysis of the events involved in the causal chain of reference and re-direct towards specific disciplines for a complete explanation. While applying the epidemiology of representations, it stems out that contingent historical facts (causing change of references and ambiguity, for instance) are not arguments again the theory. What needs to be explained, rather, is the arrangement of complex factors that allow reference to remain stable within a community.



The causal theory of reference - presentation • The causal theory of reference, or the causal theory of designation (M. Devitt), is about the semantics of proper names. Proponents of the theory, however, have argued that the causal theory of reference also applies to the semantics of names of natural kinds (such as water). • The theory was initiated in the 70's, mainly by the work of Kripke, Donnellan and Geach. It was developed against the classical semantical theory: description theory (associated with Frege and Russell) and its later version, cluster theory (associated with Wittgenstein and Searle). Description theory asserts that the meaning of a proper name is a description which applies uniquely (denotes) to the person or object named. Cluster theory adds that the description is not necessarily a conjunction of assertions, but can, and mostly does, include disjunction. • The causal theory of reference asserts that the reference of a proper name is not mediated by description. The truth conditions of the sentences containing a proper name directly depends on the object/person referred to by the name. The causal theory then aims to describe the mechanisms through which a name refers. These mechanisms, it asserts, are historical and causal. A name is first given to an object - call this a baptism- and then passed on from producers of the name (e.g. speakers) to receptors (e.g. audience). The passing on is such that the reference of the proper name (normally) remains the one of the initial baptism.



I guess that when he says 'Socrates', he is talking about some guy he met or heard about. Next time, I'll use this name to talk about that same guy.



My name is Socrates



Socrates



THIS is Socrates



Plato



Socrates said that…



Plato



…Then, Socrates did …



Aristotle



Aristotle



Theophrastus



Socrates was a philosopher



Guys chatting, rue des Ecoles in Paris - June, 2002



More formally …



baptism



The causal chain



Reference borrowing



x



a



x



(name)



(object/person)



Reference borrowing x



Events perception



People acquiring the competence to name a with 'x'



perception



Production (e.g. utterance)



Receptor 1 Association of the name with the object



perception



Receptor 2



Receptor 3



'x' designates whatever is causally linked to it in the above way. It does not require speakers to associate an identifying description of the bearer with the name.



The epidemiology of representations - presentation • The epidemiology of representations is a theoretical framework aiming at the naturalisation of anthropology. The theory proposes new concepts for analysing cultural phenomena without calling on non-natural entities (c.f. Sperber, 1984). • The theory asserts that causally explaining cultural phenomena requires understanding why some representations are contagious and how they spread among the population. People have mental representations that they may transmit to others via public representations, i.e. perceptible behaviours or effects of behaviour which aim at causing mental representations to some perceivers. Most mental representations remain idiosyncratic and do not (directly) cause similar representations into the others' mind. Still a large amount of representations are transmitted but die out immediately after. Yet, a small amount of representations spread among a community. These later representations constitute the cultural phenomena. • At the heart of these processes is cognition, for it is involved in the production of mental representations, perception and interpretation of public representation. Therefore, the content of culture is highly constrained by the nature of cognition. • In the making of cultural phenomena, one can distinguish: - Cognitive Causal Chain (CCC): causal chain made of mental events. - Social Cognitive Causal Chain: "A CCC that extends over several individuals", via public productions. - Cultural Cognitive Causal Chain: "A social CCC that stabilises mental representations and public productions in a population and its environment"



Why we should apply the epidemiology of representations to the causal theory of reference. • The causal theory of reference, while being first and foremost a semantical theory, conceives proper names as cultural objects: they are objects that are transmitted in a human group through social interactions. More precisely, proper names are representations that spread among people: such a spread is the very phenomenon that the epidemiology of representations aims to account for. Also, the causal theory of reference, being cast in historical-causal terms, points towards a naturalistic explanation of reference. Such a project rejoins the one of the epidemiology of representations. My hope is that the epidemiology of representations could provide the causal theory with cognitive and social reliance. • Conversely, the semantics of proper names constitutes a central case study for the epidemiology of representations: it is an essential component of language, which is maybe the most important phenomenon of human culture. The semantics of proper name as explained by the causal theory stands on cognitive phenomena (the ability to designate something or somebody by a name) and social interactions (the passing on of the reference). Thus, the theory seems to be particularly well suited for a direct application of the epidemiology of representations.



The epidemiology of designational representations The Cognitive Causal Chains Grounded ability to designate



Borrowed ability to designate



Perception of x



Object a



(sound part of an utterance, written word, …)



Grounding perception



Recognition of x as being a public representation and, more precisely, a proper name Mode of presentation of a Mental 'demonstrative' representation = Grounding thought



Recognition of the intention of the producer of x to refer to the thing that x designates, say a Identity belief:



Thought ability to designate a



Grounded ability to designate a with x



This (i.e. a) is x This is called 'x' Other identity beliefs which dispose the person to speak 'x', including multiple grounding.



(understanding speaker's meaning)



Creation of a semantic file that refers to a, with x as its mode of presentation OR, if the file already exists, adding of the new information to the already existing file- this is then a case of multiple grounding



Borrowed ability to designate a with x



Other identity beliefs which dispose the person to speak 'x', including multiple grounding.



The epidemiology of designational representations - the Social Cognitive Causal Chain "Social CCCs link together mental and public things" (Sperber 1999).



Linguistic communication Producer



production



Mental representation of a = producer's meaning for x



Competence to name a with x



perception



Token of x



perception



Contextual events for cognitive disambiguation, including a in the case of a grounding



Receptor Mental representation of a, acquired through comprehension processes Æ Semantic token of x



Competence to name a with x



The epidemiology of designational representations - the Cultural Cognitive Causal Chain "Some social CCCs, though, are long and lasting, involve a great many individuals over time, and exhibit no discontinuity of content. […] These long and lasting social CCC have the effect of stabilising mental representation and public production in a population and its environment. […] I propose to call social CCCs that do stabilise cultural representations and productions 'Cultural Cognitive Chains', or CCCCs for short." (Sperber, 1999)



What is stabilisation for proper names? • Most proper names are stabilised representations: they are used in several Social CCCs which have the effect of stabilising mental representations and public productions. My name, for instance, is at least used by my family and my friends. These uses constitute many reference preserving links that are organised in what Devitt called a 'designational network'. This network is multiple grounded, since many people who use my name are directly acquainted with me. My name thus, is stable along this network which extends over a restricted population. • For constituting a designational network, the same proper name must be used at different occasions. Same public events constitute a physical type (sound type or inscription type). Same mental events- acts of referring to the same object- constitute a semantic type. A proper name consists of one semantic type associated with a finite set of physical types. • This distinction between physical and semantic type allows Devitt to solve the problem of ambiguity: different semantic types can be associated with a unique physical type. Yet, since semantic tokens- the mental acts of referring- are fully part of designational networks, problems of ambiguity are settled by mental events. If, when I say the name Louis, I refer to Louis IX, then I participate in Louis IX's designational network and not to the one of Louis XIV. Whence also the necessity of contextual disambiguation in Social CCCs for the chain to continue 'normally'. In epidemiological terms, we can say that CCCs are genuine constituents of Cultural CCCs.



• Change of reference has been advanced as a problem for the causal theory. Yet, since the causal theory is a historical theory, it is not surprising that contingent historical events do sometimes intervene to change the reference of a physical type. Evans and Devitt have pointed out such events. Changes of denotation arise because of multiple groundings. What happen is that a new grounding take the advantage over the original one (this can happen because of miscomprehension, lies or need to distinguish between different things). It seems to me that what needs to be explained, rather, is the stability of referential events, re-production of similar semantic tokens, and thus the Cultural CCCs. What make stabilisation possible? In the case of proper name, this question can be divided in two questions: 1. Which processes allow the receptor to re-produce the same referring act? (Reference borrowing) 2. How can different perceptions of the same object give rise to a unique designational network? (Grounding) 1. Borrowing of reference is done in 2 steps: first, communication must succeed so that the intention of the producer (e.g. speaker) to designate something/somebody with the proper name is recognised. Second, the receptor must later conform to that use of the proper name. It seems that the recognition of the producer's meaning implicates - in certain conditions - an instruction about the use of the name for future successful communication. The instruction is 'use this name (physical type) to designate the same person/object as the producer did'. Conformity is obtained by the imitation of the physical token (e.g. pronounce the name so that it resembles the one you heard) and the intention to refer to the same person/object as the people from which we heard/read the proper name. This contrast with description theories where what needs to be copied for obtaining a 'competent' user of a proper name is a whole set of information about the bearer of the name. ( I believe that a 'dynamic' version of Kripke's



argument of ignorance and errors could be developed along these lines: the act of communicating the meaning of a proper name is done otherwise than by the transmission of some knowledge of a description). 2. Acquisition of semantic ability by grounding consists in perceiving the object named. Yet, proper names can be, and usually are, multiple grounded. Therefore different perceptions can participate to a unique designational network. Why don't these different perceptions give rise to different causal chains of reference? In other words, how is multiple grounding possible? The answer must be looked for, again, in cognitive science. For instance, the fact that I am able not to start a new causal chain of reference each time I meet Pierre is because I recognise him as being the same person as the last time I saw him. Certainly, I can do that thanks to some 'face recognition' competence. The grounding of a designational chain cannot be perceptions (percepts) alone. There must be some cognitive constraints that allow multiple groundings. In particular, some perceptions immediately trigger some concepts, these concepts then determine multiple goundings and have thus a causal role in the shaping of the designational network. There may be many factors that cause the stabilisation of a proper name. I have attempted to point out some of the cognitive factors by showing their role into the Cultural CCCs. Of course, there are others factors of stabilisation of proper name such as bootstrapping and deference.



Conclusion: This poster wants to show that the epidemiology of representations could provide a framework for theories of reference. The fruitfulness of the framework, however, still needs to be shown, but this can be done only by actually applying it.
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